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A hard landing in China remains a looming threat over the global economy, and especially to
the rest of Asia. Chinese authorities have successfully avoided such a scenario, at least so far.
But the coast is not clear, as the Chinese economy has deep-seated fundamental problems
that remain unaddressed. And adding to the concern is President Trump’s renewed talk of
tariffs and other restrictions on U.S. trade with China.
To investigate the implications of a severe downturn in the Chinese economy and financial
markets, Moody’s Analytics has constructed a deep economic downturn scenario using its
new model of the global economy. The new model includes 64 countries in a single global
model with linkages in international trade, financial markets, investment, capital flows, and
foreign exchange rates.
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hard landing in China remains a looming threat over the global economy, and especially to the rest of
Asia. Chinese authorities have successfully avoided such a scenario, at least so far. But the coast is not
clear, as the Chinese economy has deep-seated fundamental problems that remain unaddressed. And
adding to the concern is President Trump’s renewed talk of tariffs and other restrictions on U.S. trade with China.
To investigate the implications of a severe downturn in the Chinese economy and
financial markets, Moody’s Analytics has
constructed a deep economic downturn
scenario using its new model of the global
economy. The new model includes 64 countries in a single global model with linkages
in international trade, financial markets,
investment, capital flows, and foreign
exchange rates.
More specifically, the scenario assumes
President Trump imposes higher tariffs on
Chinese imports to the U.S., generating
a sharp pullback in global investor sentiment. This causes global stock markets to
decline and credit spreads in the bond market to widen, and triggers a collapse in real
estate values.
Under this dark scenario, Chinese exports
contract, the stock market plummets, balance sheets of banks and local governments
worsen, and private and government investment spending falls sharply. After decades of
growth, Chinese GDP contracts, with an accompanying pullback on imports and foreign
investment that transmits the shock across
the globe, pushing many other countries into
recession as well.

Introduction
This paper attempts to answer a simple
question: What would the economic fallout
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be of a Chinese hard landing on the economies of other Asian countries?
China is the world’s second largest global
economy and has risen as a key driver of
global growth in recent years. China’s influence on economies of other countries, especially within Asian markets, is becoming increasingly significant. Since 2000, exports to
China increased from less than 10% to more
than 20% of Asian exports. Financial linkages
between China and other Asian markets are
also rising as co-movements between Chinese asset returns and other economies are
closer. As the world becomes more reliant
on China, economic turbulence and a slowdown or recession in China will have larger
spillover effects to the rest of the world, especially the Asian regional markets.
Conceptually, there are several channels through which shocks in China can
be transmitted to other Asian countries,
including trade, financial and psychological
linkages. Countries with close trade ties to
China will suffer the strongest contagion
effects, as the Chinese demand for their
exports shrinks. A slowdown in China will
also weigh on the financial markets in Asian
countries: China has been integrating with
the global financial system in recent years
at a fast pace, and hence a stock market
crash in China will introduce investor fears
and declines in other Asian stock markets. In

addition, Chinese foreign direct investment
and overseas bank loans have been increasing rapidly, and thus a slowdown in China
will send negative shocks to investments in
other countries. Also, concerns about the
Chinese economic outlook will affect the
global risk premium because of China’s large
contribution to global growth. This will cause
other Asian markets to suffer from investors’
risk aversion.

Methodology
We use the Moody’s Analytics global
model to study these spillover effects on
Southeast Asian economies. The various
linkages described above are modelled
via the export equation, stock market
price equation, interest rate equation,
growth expectation equation, and investment equation. Moody’s Analytics makes
a number of assumptions for this scenario
and incorporates these assumptions in the
model. Then the model is solved to generate
country forecasts.
In this scenario, a series of shocks in the
U.S., including higher tariffs on imports from
China, higher interest rates, and equity market turbulence, cause the Chinese economy to
stumble. China soon enters a deep recession
as a result of the combination of global risk
and China’s own problems such as overvalued
housing markets, overcapacity in traditional
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Table 1: Share of Exports to China
of Total Exports in 2016
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

12%
13%
11%
13%
11%

Sources: IMF, Moody’s Analytics

cession in these countries as well. The magnitude of recession varies among these countries depending upon how closely they are
tied to China and upon their own economic
vulnerabilities. The Southeast Asian countries
considered in this study are Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Singapore.
These Southeast Asian economies have
different exposures to China via the trade
and financial channels (see Table 1). All five
countries export a significant share of their
total exports to China, as of 2016, ranging
from 11% to 13%. Thus, they will be noticeably hurt by a slowdown in China. Note that
these export shares include only the direct
trade linkage between each country and
China. In fact, China will have further impacts through indirect linkages. For example,
Malaysia also exports to Japan, Singapore
and other markets. So when a negative shock
occurs in China and Chinese imports shrink,
it will hurt Japan and Singapore, and hence
further reduce Malaysia’s exports. In that
way, China affects Malaysia not only directly
by reducing the demand for imports from
Malaysia but also indirectly by hurting Malaysia’s exports through Japan, Singapore and
other markets.
Co-movements of Southeast Asian financial markets are highly correlated with China
(see Table 2). Correlation of stock market
prices is calculated over two periods: the financial crisis sample period of 2006 to 2008
and a more complete sample period of 2002
to 2017. The high correlations indicate that
stock market prices in these countries move
closely with China, with Malaysia having the
highest correlation, followed by Indonesia.
Also, this co-movement was significantly
higher during the 2006-2008 period precipitating the global financial crisis. These correlations provide insights on financial linkages

Table 2: Stock Market Price
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rate and infrastructure investments decline,
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therefore worsening the already-poor qualThe financial and economic linkages
ity of infrastructure in the emerging Asian
transmit the deep recession in China to
countries, especially in Philippines, Indonesia
Southeast Asian markets, generating a
and Thailand.
number of negative shocks. First, as Chinese
Sixth, 10-year government bond yields
demand for imports contracts, the export
rise as government debt increases, causing a
sectors in Southeast Asian markets are hurt.
Each country’s export-oriented industries will further pullback in investment.
Finally, Asian firms respond by cutbe affected quickly, such as computer and
vehicle manufacturing in Thailand; integrated ting production and investment, causing
labor market conditions to deteriorate
circuits and refined petroleum production in
and unemployment to rise, and houseMalaysia; integrated circuits and computer
holds to cut expenditures and raise saving
manufacturing in Philippines; palm oil, coal
rates, further weakening the economic and
briquettes and petroleum in Indonesia; and
financial markets.
integrated circuits and refined petroleum
The combination of declining trade,
in Singapore.
financial market turmoil, tightening credit
Second, the financial markets will react
conditions, deteriorating investment and
immediately to the Chinese stock market
production activities, and worsening employturbulence due to investor risk aversion.
ment conditions results in a deep recession
Capital flows out of these markets to safe
harbors such as the
U.S. and Germany,
Chart 3: Southeast Asia Real GDP Growth
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in Southeast Asia. In this scenario, real GDP
growth rates in the five Southeast Asian
countries plummet in late 2018, reaching a

4
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bottom in mid- to late 2019 with year-overyear growth rates declining by around 7 to 15
percentage points peak to trough (see Chart

3). Among them, Singapore has the deepest
recession, followed by Malaysia and Thailand, and then Indonesia and Philippines.
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